DoiT Cloud Solutions
Delivering The True Promise Of The Cloud

About DoiT International
DoiT combines the power of intelligent software products with access to unrivaled multi-cloud expertise to solve the most essential and complex cloud problems. Since 2011, DoiT has helped thousands of digital native organizations worldwide to innovate and optimize their cloud spend to drive business growth.

The Challenge
As today's engineers build new products, they depend on public cloud to scale their infrastructure and respond to unexpected usage spikes. But these are increasingly specialized demands on the team whose original remit is to deliver their organization's products. Most companies don't have a bench of experts with the depth and breadth of knowledge for every possible technical challenge - or the time to master and manage every service they use.

As a result, public cloud infrastructure gets built 'on the fly', without consideration for the wider strategy or impact on future cost and performance. This slows down delivery cycles, adds to backlogs and technical debt, and drives up the costs of public cloud.

The Solution
With DoiT, digital native organizations get the tools and expertise they need to manage cloud cost and infrastructure - without compromising the speed or quality of engineering initiatives.

By organizing and enriching cloud billing data, DoiT's products and team of seasoned cloud experts help put costs in the context of the business, maximize savings with minimal effort, and make costs more predictable.

The Value
- **Intelligent technology:** DoiT's product portfolio provides the tools to manage cloud cost and infrastructure without compromising the speed or quality of engineering initiatives.
- **Expert consultancy:** DoiT's global team of experts has decades of experience in the analytics, optimization, and governance of cloud architecture, as well as specializations in Kubernetes, AI, and more.
- **Economic value:** Choosing the right services and technologies can be overwhelming. When partnering with DoiT, digital native startups and scale-ups get access to DoiT's product portfolio and on-demand cloud expertise – all at no extra cost.